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Abstract 

This paper is based on the (α, k)-anonymity models by introducing the individualized 

privacy-sensitive factor then computing the individualized privacy preservation demand 

degree of each sensitive value to realize the individualized service of each sensitive value. It 

combining with the top-down local codes and the sensitive attribute generalization 

anonymous technology proposes a method based on the attribute classification tree to realize 

the individualized (α, k)- anonymity models. At last, the results of simulation show that this 

method could complete the anonymilization and meet the demand of individualized privacy 

preservation, and the information loss is lower than the original one. 
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1. Introduction 

With the fast development of the internet technology, the data collections and analyzing 

operations are becoming easier and easier. The data after being excavated which are to be 

released is still containing a lot of personal private data during the releasing process, and the 

attackers can get the private data of the respondents through other ways. 

Anonymous technology is an effective method of private preservation. The concept of 

anonymous is first proposed by Samarati and Sweeney [1]. As deepened research, researchers 

get a lot of results of this area. At the same time there are a lot of summarize about methods 

of anonymous privacy-preservation [2-4]. Even though there are many ways, most of them 

didn’t concern about the autonomy of individual privacy and the protecting demand of 

different interviewees to different sensitive value. 

 

2. Related Work 

The individual privacy-preservation mainly emphasizes the individualization compared 

with the traditional methods which just concern about the different conditions of different 

sensitive values. The individualized constraint is to provide protection of different granularity 

with different privacy levels so to meet the individual demand.  

The conception of Individualized anonymity is first put forward by Xiao
 
[5]. Its main idea 

is that the degree of anonymous granulation specifying for individuals. It provides individual 

with different sensitive attribute constraint to realize the individualized anonymity. The 

authors of literature
 
[6] propose a clustering-based individualized model which is based on the 

model described above. In literature
 
[7], it completes the  lk, -anonymity model through 

setting the anonymous degree of each record and the sensitive attribute variety degree. The 

model uses k and l for the constraint condition of generalization. Ye use generalization of 

sensitive attributes to implement the  k, -anonymity model to protect the individualization 
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of sensitive values
 
[8]. In literature [9], authors combining granulation, Rough Set Theory and 

k-anonymity principle propose a k-anonymity based individualized preservation method. 

This paper proposes the individualized  k, -anonymity model based on the 

traditional  k, -anonymity model, and the individualized non-correlating constraint. The 

constraint is set by individuals according to the different sensitive degree which is reflected 

by different sensitive values. It defines an individualized  k, -anonymity model. 

 

3. Definitions 

Definition 3.1 k-anonymity model: D is a non-empty data set, 
AS  is the equivalence 

partition of the attribute set AS on the data set D, },,,{ 21 kAS   . If 
ix  , 

}|{ xyyy i   , and 1 k , then the equivalence partition 
AS  is k-

anonymity, the data set D with k-anonymity model, where, 1 ≤ i ≤ k , ||   is the number of  

tuple in data  . 

Definition 3.2  -non-correlating: its quasi-identifier is QI , the sensitive attribute is 

 QISASA  , the value of SA  is s .  sE,  is the occurrence number of s  in equivalence 

class of anonymous table 'T , E is the number of records in equivalence class E . If 

E satisfied with condition    10,  EsE , where  is the threshold set by data 

publishers, then table 'T about quasi-identifier QI and sensitive value s is  -non-

correlating. 

Definition 3.3  k, -anonymity: the original data table is T , the table after 

anonymilization is 'T , if 'T both satisfied with k -anonymity model and the sensitive value s  

which is  -non-correlating, then the anonymous table 'T  is the  k, -anonymity of quasi-

identifier and sensitive value s , also called “special  k, -anonymity”. If the equivalence 

class of 'T is  -non-correlating to each sensitive attribute value and also k -anonymous, so 

the anonymous table 'T is  k, -anonymous on quasi-identifier and sensitive attribute set 

 QISASA  , also called “normal  k, -anonymity”. 

A record is called a tuple. It includes a lot of attribute such as quasi-identifier and sensitive 

attribute and so on. Then the generalization information loss of the tuple is the sum of each 

attribute generalization information loss. Its definition below: 

Definition 3.4 Tuple generalization information loss: defined tuple t  and the tuple after 

generalization 't , },,,{ 21 mAAAt  ， },,{ ''

2

'

1

'

mAAAt  ， '

iA is the generalization attribute 

of
iA , mi 1 , so the generalization information loss of tuple t is defined as: 

   



m

i

ii AAWDSttGIL
1

',',                                             (1) 

So the generalization information loss of a whole data table is the sum of tuples’ 

generalization information loss included by the table. 

 

http://dict.cnki.net/dict_result.aspx?searchword=%e6%96%87%e7%8c%ae&tjType=sentence&style=&t=literature
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4. Individualized (α, k)-anonymous Model 

According to the definition of non-correlation in literature [10] and the method of 

individualized anonymity in literature [6], we extend the concept from the whole data sets to 

anonymous equivalence class,  the frequency of each sensitive attribute value should equal or 

greater than the threshold 
is . 

Definition 4.1  -non-correlation constraint: as to anonymous equivalence class G  and 

sensitive value s, if G satisfies with  -non-correlation, then   GsGfreq , , where 

 sGfreq ,  is the record number of sensitive value s in equivalence class G , and  is the 

threshold defined by data owners  10  ,   GsGfreq ,  is the correlation between 

each record in equivalence class G and sensitive attribute value s, also the frequency of 

sensitive s in equivalence class G . 

Definition 4.2 Individualized non-correlating constraints: r is the record in data set, the 

value set of sensitive value s is defined as    ,, 21 ssSF  , and sensitive value s  is the 

attribute that record r  correlating with the attributes in equivalence class G  the interviewee 

wanted to protect. rR  is the individualized non-correlating constraint, r  is a two-tuple 

represented as  is s
i
, . The factor  is s

i
, in rR  is the individualized non-correlating 

constraint     
isi rGsrGfreq , needed by record r  and correlating sensitive 

attribute is . In other words, the correlating constraint between single record r  and any 

sensitive value is  in  rG  must be less than the 
is defined by data interviewees. 

During the process of data collecting, the individualized non-correlating constraint  rR  

permits persons to set the non-correlating constraints of each sensitive value needed to be 

protected according to their hobbies. There are two extreme classes of 
is below: 

1. 1
is , it indicates that the correlating value between record r  and sensitive attribute 

value is is less than 1. 

2. 0
is , it means the interviewee isn’t correlating to sensitive attribute value is . 

Definition 4.3 individualized  k, -anonymity model: as to dataset D , 'D is the set after 

anonymilization, if 'D satisfies with the  k, -anonymity constraints, then 'D is satisfies 

with k-anonymity constraints and records in 'D of their own equivalence class meets the 

individualized non-correlating constraints. 

In order to minimize the loss of information, the Top-down greedy algorithm is used to 

find an effective solution. Firstly, the quasi-identifiers are generalized. All of the records are 

in the same anonymous group. Secondly, step by step the anonymous group is divided into 

many smaller ones, until the scale of new anonymous is less than 2k or personalized 

correlation constraint will not be able to meet. 

The pseudo-code description of algorithm is as follows: 

Input: Non-anonymous group GD  of dataset D  

Output: Anonymous equivalence class set 'SG  
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1. DGSG  ，assign a anonymous group of dataset D  including all records to SG  

2. While  SG ，select a anonymous group G  from SG  

3. Gbest CostCost    

4. for i: m1  

5.  iGSpecializeQIGsubs ,_  

6. If subsGg  

7.  gGenerlizeSensitiveg _' && 'g satisfy personalized  k, -anonymity 

8. &&   bestG
CostgCost

subs

 '  

9. Then  
subsGbest gCostCost '  

10. If there exists   better detailed scheme in anonymous group G  

11. Then subsGSGSG   

12. Else subsGSGSG '  

13. End for ，for loop end 

14. End while, while loop end 

15. Programmer end and output 'SG  

We adopt standardizing degree of distortion to estimate loss of information in the process 

of anonymization. The standardizing degree of distortion based on the attribute hierarchy tree 

is as follows: 

     etaxnomytreheightvvheightvDR ',                                   (2) 

Where 'v is the generalized value of v ,  ',vvheight  represents the number of 

generalization of attribute v  to 'v , or the hierarchy distance of v  and 'v in the attribute 

hierarchy tree? The   0', vvheight  if there is not generalization. 

To record  sqqr n ,,,1  , define its degree of distortion of all attributes as: 

     ',',
1

ssDRpqqDRrDR
n

i

ii 


                                       (3)  

Where P  is sensitive attribute generalized penalty coefficient? P  is defined based on 

application requirements and semantic of datasets. In the paper, P  is simply defined as: 

   



n

i

i sheightqheightp
1

                                                   (4)  
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Intuitive sensitive attribute generalization may lose more information than quasi-identifier 

attributes generalization
 [11]

. So, we lucubrate sensitive attribute generalization techniques 

after quasi-identifier k -anonymization to control attributes leak. 

 

5. Experiment and Result Analysis 

Simulation is executed according to following three aspects: applicability of anonymous 

model, information loss of anonymous model and efficacy of corresponding algorithm. The 

algorithms used in experiment are personalized  k, -anonymity algorithm and traditional 

 k, -anonymity algorithm. Experiment adopts IPUMS dataset. 

 

5.1. Applicability Analysis 

To applicability analysis, sensitive attribute generalization is feasible. We use 50K records 

and add lots of different non-relevant constraints to data. Figure 1 shows comparative results. 

In Fig.1, traditional  k, -anonymity algorithm cannot get a proper anonymous dataset 

when 2.0 . The personalized algorithm can get one when 15.0 . The average 

distortion measure is greater than 1 when 15.0 . Hence, the personalized algorithm can 

deal with more rigid non-relevant constraint than traditional  k, -anonymity algorithm. 

 

5.2. Information Loss Analysis 

Figure 2 shows information loss of non-relevant constraint. What the experiments simulate 

is three different distributions: unified constraint, normal distribution and uniform distribution 

when constraint value is 0.25. Simulations execute 100 times. The average information loss 

shows in Figure 2. From the Figure 2 we can know that the greater the difference, the more 

information loss after personalizing non-relevant constraint. The strongest personalization 

constraint in a anonymous group determines the non-relevant constraint of this group. So the 

greater the constraint difference, the greater the anonymous group need to be generalized. 

The result shows that personalized  k, -anonymity model support specified anonymous 

strategy. Local recoding technique is more flexible when dealing with non-uniform 

distribution non-relevant constraint. 

 

Figure 1. The Scopes of Application of Algorithms Compare and Analyse 
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Figure 2. The Non-relevant Constraint Information Loss of Difference 
Distribution 

5.3. Algorithm Efficiency Analysis 

Figure 3 shows that the two algorithms’ time cost under different dataset’s scale. Time cost 

of personalized algorithm is about 2-5 times than traditional  k, -anonymity algorithm. The 

scope of parameter is 0.25 to 0.4 and scale of datasets is 5K to 10K. Personalized algorithm 

finds more possible solution space than traditional  k, -anonymity algorithm. In every 

detailed procedure, the former computes group non-relevant constraint and sensitive attribute 

generalization. 

 

Figure 3. The Non-relevant Constraint Information Loss of Difference 
Distribution 

6. Conclusion 

In recent years, privacy protection has been an attractive field. The paper proposed 

personalized  k, -anonymity algorithm which supports ones’ specific preference to protect 

sensitive attribute from leaking. Simulation shows that our personalized  k, -anonymity 
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algorithm is efficient. In contrast with traditional  k, -anonymity algorithm, this algorithm 

can reduce information loss in the anonymous procedure. 
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